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ABSTRACT
This research project investigates the effect of complex geometry on the process of passive heat
distribution in thermal mass systems with the intention of instrumentalizing design principles that
effectively engage a greater thermal gradient between buildings and their environment. The focus
is on a deeper understanding of how specific morphological manipulation of mass distribution to
surface area affects the rate of thermal transfer and how the surface area geometry can become
an effective agent in energy collection, throughput, storage and re-radiation of sensible heat.

The goal was to gain deeper insight into performative trends that may enhance creative design
thinking about thermal mass by leveraging physical simulation of geometric populations along
with current computational and design tools. Preliminary analysis of these populations suggest
the possibility for a more synthetic incorporation of morphology, one in which surface geometry
can be passively utilized to generate effects with more fidelity over the pace of thermal absorption
and the release of sensible heat. Such understanding may be significant in gaining wider acceptance by the design community to engage thermal mass systems with greater attention.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, architectural practice has experienced an explosion in the use of pattern logics embedded into building components and systems. However, the prevailing practice of such
design strategies is mostly interested in compositional effects and
sometimes lacks an understanding of how aesthetic strategies
can be tightly coupled with thermal performance. The aim of this
project is to explore and refine both morpho-logics and performative models that help us design with thermal mass as a synthetic
spatial condition (Figure 1). The hope is to deliberately mediate
wider sets of climactic conditions that can intelligently effect heat
redistribution between the buildings and environment and help us
design with geometrically complex passive solar thermal systems
as expressive architectural elements.

FUNCTIONING PROTOTYPE: BACKGROUND
Operating under the premise that complex geometries can be
used to improve both the aesthetic and thermodynamic performance of passive heating and cooling systems, we have
designed, prototyped and built a functioning mass wall as part of
a new home in a northeastern climate. We employed the basic
understanding that surface area increase, over a constant mass,
leads to significant increases in rate of radiative and convective
heat transfer, thus delaying the re-radiation of the sensible heat.1
We parameterized the thermal mass geometry, simulating a large
number of iterations in relation to daylighting performance, aesthetics and fabrication constraints. The primary design goal was
maintaining a level of porosity that would create a sense of lightness. We now have a general proof that the mass wall’s geometry
(Figure 2) helps to decrease energy usage by both capturing solar

energy and redistributing it over time; serving as a thermal buffer,
the wall prevents rapid swings in ambient temperature, significantly reducing the building’s heating loads to the point that no
mechanical air cooling is needed.

2 Hsu House—existing functional thermal mass wall prototype

installed in place directly behind south-facing glass wall; building
system diagram; and daylighting simulation images (Epiphyte
Lab 2010)

The Hsu House has been occupied for three years. Based on the
standardized evaluation for the energy consumption regulated by

better, and the Site EUI of the system 43 per cent better, than the

the US Environmental Protection Agency, which determines the

median.3 The overall house energy performance cannot be solely

Energy Star rating for buildings, we know that the overall energy

attributed to the mass wall system, but it is a result of combined

intensity of this house is approximately 40 per cent lower than

complementary strategies that enhance the effectiveness of ther-

the comparable median residential baseline in the northeastern

mal mass, including high envelope insulation, heat recovery sys-

climate. Using standard industry performance metrics such as

tem, careful distribution of glazed surfaces to minimize electrical

Site and Source Energy Use Intensity (EUI) we determined that

usage, etc. It is also worth mentioning that Hsu House has very

the house’s Site EUI was, on average, 27 kBTU/SF/yr over the last

low floor area to volume ratio. As the Source and Site EUI metrics

three years, with the annual best performance of 26 kBTU/SF/yr;

are solely based on floor area and not the volume, we believe that

and the Source EUI was, on average, 42.07 kBTU/SF/yr over the

the actual energy usage of the house with the maximized floor

last three years, with the annual best performance of 40.5 kBTU/

areas would be more than 65 per cent lower than the current me-

SF/yr. That makes the best Source EUI of our system 37 per cent

dian northeastern house.
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flow that connects parametric modeling with genetic form-finding
optimization and digital fabrication for the purpose of physical
simulation, collection of raw thermal data in a controlled environment over time, data parsing, data calibration and smoothing routines and collection of first round analysis. The experiment seeks
to uncover the nuances of performative trends within different
geometric patterns, with a focus on the surface area and surface
roughness of different geometric taxonomies. Despite our familiarity with thermal mass systems, the specific relationships between its formal and material properties have not been identified
well enough for digital simulation. For example, it is understood
that radiative and conductive transfer is a function of exposed
surface area, material property, and geometry, and that convective
transfer is a function of surface roughness. However, there is not
a reliable performative model for how variation in the three-dimensional geometry and the roughness of the mass’s absorbing
surface affects its overall performance. The complexities of these
systems necessitate physical simulation and direct measurement
3 Conceptual illustration—Project idea based on Edward S. Morse’s patent for Warming and Ventilating Apartments by Sun Rays (Morse 1881)

as methodologies for gaining insights into these performance
granularities. The hypothesis is that complex three-dimensional
surface patterning will afford opportunities for enhanced per-

The thermal mass significantly contributes to the cooling process during the summer. Despite the fact that the house has
no mechanical air-cooling system, it has been consistently
performing well during extreme summer heat. It has been
reported that the interior temperature maintains 75o F on average during the periods with extreme heat waves of 100o F

formance, greater control and especially, aesthetic and formal
diversity. Our long-term hope is to build digital design simulation
tools that tightly couple energy performance with the expressive
formal design of solar thermal systems, while understanding the
time-based effects in the rate of thermal transfer afforded by a
particular patterning strategy.

from outside temperature.

The thermal mass, coupled with a natural ventilation stack of

MASS REGIMES:
TILE DESIGN AND FABRICATION

open gallery space above, is integral to the overall performance

This experiment is structured around the design and fabrication

of the house. It is clear that the relationship of the wall’s mass

of six families of geometric concrete tile sets. The first set serves

(and thus thermal storage capacity) to its surface area and

as a baseline, the tile displaying no surface manipulation; the

geometry plays a significant role in the effectiveness of this

remaining five engage basic patterning strategies that vary in a de-

system. However, until now, we lacked the comprehensive

gree of surface smoothness, sheering and roughness. All the tiles

measurements to support our hypothesis in detail and required

share the same volume (mass), but each of five tile families, over

a functional method to understand the specific relationships

the course of six steps of manipulation, increase in surface area

between three-dimensional pattern, surface area, volume and

at varying rates. Using Grasshopper (GH),4 a visual programming

effective energy performance. Having calibrated data that

plug-in, and Galapagos Evolutionary Solver,5 we wrote custom ge-

describes the performance of such complex systems is a nec-

netic optimization scripts that enabled us to maintain control over

essary first step in developing a computationally based design

the production of digital models with a constant volume, while

framework for the effective use of nuanced complex material

incrementally increasing the surface area (Figure 4). Each pattern

patterning in passive architectural systems.

involved variation of surface U and V subdivisions and different
geometric component distribution based on variable vector dis-

MASS REGIMES: NEW FOCUS

placement (Figure 5), thus generating different pattern logics. The
patterns generated produce effects ranging from displaced sur-

The Mass Regimes is a sensor-based physical simulation exper-

face continuity (effect of smoothness, using three-degree curves),

iment (Figure 3) that builds upon the knowledge gained from the

to sheered jaggedness (effect of roughness, using one-degree

first functional mass wall prototype. This experiment uses a work-

curves). Three generic flat tiles with equivalent mass and constant
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4 Tile families—organized by automated GH script into a graph color-coding the surface area (in2) gradient across all tiles, and two sequential

snapshots of the single digital surface morphology in optimization sequence, from Galapagos genetic automation process (Epiphyte Lab 2014)

5 Diagrams of parametric geometric operations—Genetic optimization algorithms for two different pattern logics (Epiphyte Lab 2014)

surface area were tested to determine baseline behavior. We

producing thermal data readings at a resolution of twelve by six-

fabricated three generic flat tiles and thirty unique tiles, amount-

teen pixels. A heat lamp was directed to the extreme geometric

ing to five sets of geometrically differentiated surface types with

surface area of each tile, engaged on for six hours and then turned

progressive increase of surface area over constant volume, all

off for an additional six hours, simulating an approximation of daily

using a three-axis CNC milling process for formwork and concrete

solar gain. The thermal cameras recorded surface temperature

casting (Figure 6).

over the period of twelve hours by scanning the flat back surface
of each tile (Figure 8). The raw data feed was directly connected

MASS REGIMES: THERMAL DATA COLLECTION

to a database through a live web interface, collecting the timestamped data in one-minute intervals and monitored periodically.

We conducted physical thermal simulations and collected time-

The web interface providing real time data readings also served as

based thermal data for each tile in order to derive performance

an error detection filter for six specific pixels of the thermal cam-

metrics, thus allowing us to analyze and compare their behavior.

eras. Individual (one per tile) thermal profiles were derived from

The thermal data collection process occurred in a temperature-con-

the collected information: These profiles describe the specific

trolled environment (Figure 7). Each tile was scanned over the period

morphological effect on thermal mass behavior. Our methods for

of twelve hours by an array of three thermal cameras, collectively

developing the thermal mass profiles are described below.
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6 Fabrication process—Images and representation of tile families with increasing surface area
over the constant volume including photos of the cast tile geometries (Epiphyte Lab 2014)

7 Thermal data collection—Snapshots of real-time thermal data graphs with post-visualization of

heat maps and photos of thermal scanning process in the temperature controlled environment (Epiphyte Lab 2014)

MASS REGIMES:
TEMPERATURE DATA PROCESSING
Thermal camera data collection was conducted continually each
twelve-hour period; the report on the individual tiles was manually cropped from the continuous data stream. The output data
from the cameras was organized in a 192-pixel grid, providing
temperature readings from each tile’s back surface, over 720 time
intervals, consisting of over 4,000,000 raw data points. In order to
associate geometric parameters with performance, we processed
the raw temperature data through a series of algorithms. The
total data set is described in (Figure 9) and the methods for various
analyses are sequentially described below. This process was exe8 Diagram of thermal scanning process raw thermal data collection and data
post-processing (Epiphyte Lab 2014)
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cuted with the Grasshopper plug-in, linking external thermal data
from the Microsoft Excel format into automated algorithms, thus

MASS REGIMES

enabling us to query and visualize specific sets of relationships.
These operations allowed us to synthesize the data and selectively query tile performance metrics.

Due to noise in the minute-to-minute temperature readings, we

9 Series Data = Entire thermal data matrix, Tile = Data set representing
each concrete tile, Tile Instance = Data set representing specific
moment in time of data collection, Temperature Point = Data set of
temperatures for each specific thermal pixel

implemented a smoothing procedure that averaged data over
each interval of seven minutes, with the outer one minute being shared with the preceding and following set (Figure 10). The
smoothing was computed with the algorithm shown in (Figure
11). This method insured a single-instance overlap between each

adjacent result and produced a six to one reduction in the data
set, while maintaining the behavioral fidelity, but eliminating
noise. It resulted in a Smoothed Series Data structure described
in (Figure 12).

In order to intentionally compare the performance between the

10 Smoothing Algorithm Diagram (Epiphyte Lab 2014)

tile geometries, it was important to analyze each tile as a whole,
rather than on a pixel-to-pixel basis. This was also important
given the uneven distribution of input heat from the point source
heat lamp. To do so, all smoothed temperature points where
averaged within Tile Instances, providing a tile’s average temperatures at a given instance.6 We performed multiple types
of per-pattern performance analysis, including Rate of Thermal
Transfer, both positive and negative; Average Rate of Thermal
Transfer, both positive and negative; Maximum Transfer Rates

11

of each tile, both positive and negative; and Total Thermal exchange, both gained and released.7
...

In order to compare trends between the particular tile geometries, each type of analysis was automated to produce histogram

...

visualizations (Figure 13) and (Figure 19) with bins of σ/2.8 The standard deviation9 of the population across each of these character-

12

istics was obtained with relation to the baseline mean, opposed
to the tile set mean. The baseline mean was produced from the
flat baseline tiles.

COVARIANCE ANALYSIS
Histograms revealed that the effectiveness of surface area increase on thermal rate transfer differs within the individual tile morphologies. Increasing surface area within rougher morphologies
seems to have greater effect than within smoother morphologies.
To better understand this effect while factoring in the variable
surface area of a specific pattern morphology, we performed a
per series covariance10 analysis. Covariance results can be seen in
the table below (Figure 15), along with the covariance input data on
scatter plots that include trend lines (Figure 14). The output shows
the specific effect of surface area relative to the geometric logic.

FABRICATION AGENCY

13

Histogram Sample—Here showing all tiles’ total thermal energy gain, sorted by
degrees of difference from baseline performance of flat tiles. Colors differentiate
between tile series, warmer colors being smoother tiles, colder colors being
rougher. (Epiphyte Lab 2014)
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14 Scatter plot—Showing surface area vs. rate of increase/decrease in o C/min for each tile series (Epiphyte Lab 2014)

Surface Area vs.

Tile Ser. 5

Tile Ser. 4

Tile Ser. 3

Tile Ser. 2

Tile Ser. 1

Rate Increase
o
C/hour

19.2

-2.1

2.2

0.1

-2.7

Rate Decrease
o
C/hour

-1.5

-0.9

-0.3

-0.4

0.3

Figu re 15. Covariance Chart—Shows covariance as represented by trend-lines in

each scatter plot and helps us to identify in which pattern the surface area becomes a
more effective agent (Epiphyte Lab 2014)

The rate of thermal gain for all series, except Series 2, shows an effect of more than two degrees an hour per square inch of surface
area. Furthermore, this analysis demonstrates that morphology
actuates the degree to which surface area effects thermal transfer.
Based on the graphs displayed in (Figure 19), it is apparent that
gradients between each geometric series and degrees of surface
area would allow for the choreographing of more nuanced thermal
performance. This finding suggest possibilities for a more synthetic working with thermal mass morphology, one in which the daily
cycles can be passively utilized to generate thermal effects with
more fidelity over pace of absorption and release of sensible heat.
16 Heat Map Visualizer—Sample thermal mapping in forty-five-minute time step intervals for three different tile families; a gradient from cool to warm colors is mapped
to the range of temperature across all tiles, ranging from approximately 14 to 32
o
C (Epiphyte Lab 2014)

Negative covariance values in the rough Series 4 were surprising
and appear counterintuitive to thermodynamic logics; however,
this aberration can be attributed to the specific morphological
taxonomy of the series. Covariance for Series 4 suggests that
increase in surface area decreases the rate of thermal gain. These
results are likely due to the degree of geometric variation in Series
4, which decreases the surface area exposed to direct beam radiation, while simultaneously increasing the total surface area. This
anomaly forefronts the need for a different comparative alignment
of geometric taxonomies with one that differentiates between the
actual and thermally “active” surface areas. Series 4 was unique
in the degree to which the geometric operation that increases the
tiles’ surface area resulted in over-shadowing cavities that vary the

17 Animated Heap Maps—Sample key-frames from two sets of tile groups
with the constant volume and surface area, but with varying surface
morphology, visualizing the difference in thermal performance over time.
Color-coding refers to the temperature range from approximately 14 to 32
o
C (Epiphyte Lab 2014)
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direct exposure to our static heat source. This fact highlights the
significance of the ratio between total surface area and surface
area with direct thermal exposure, which has not yet been directly
addressed in this study.

MASS REGIMES

INFORMATION VISUALIZATION
For the purpose of better visual comprehension and more intuitive understanding of different pattern behaviors over time, we
automated the thermal data into a parametric visualization tool
(Figure 16). This tool gives us the ability to serialize heat maps into

comparative matrixes and query particular comparative instances.

From the comparative mapping we determined that with the
constant surface area (ranging between a maximum 2.5 per cent
to 5 per cent difference), the surface morphology becomes a sig-

18

Rate of increase (∆°C/min) Histogram—Generated by automated GH script
identifying the rate of increase for the differentiated tile morphologies with the
same volume and surface area (Epiphyte Lab 2014)

nificant actuator in the rate of thermal absorption and re-radiation.
The samples in (Figure 17) demonstrate the performance of different tile morphologies with the same volume and same surface
areas, but with different surface morphologies.

We selectively compared several tile groups, limiting to those with
the same volume, same surface areas and similar ratios between
total and directly exposed surface areas. These comparisons
make clear that the morphology itself directly affects the efficiency of thermal transfer. The general trend suggested by these tests
shows that morphologies that gain heat slower tend to release
heat faster. The behavioral trends between the tile morphologies
in opposite ranges of smoothness to roughness were identified
by degrees of separation in terms of σ/2. Through interpretation
of the tiles compared in the following three histograms, smoother
tiles trend slower in gaining the heat by about one degree Celsius
per hour (Figure 18), which, over the daily cycle, gives us the ability
to effect temperature absorption by about six degrees Celsius
through the pattern logic alone.

Alternatively, rougher tiles tend to loose heat faster than smooth

19 Rate of decrease (∆°C/min) Histogram—Generated by automated GH script

identifying the rate of decrease for the differentiated tile morphologies with the
same volume and surface area. In histograms shown in both Figure 18 & Figure
19 each bin is σ/2 for the population of tiles, with the mean being the average
performance of three flat tiles that comprised our baseline performance. Though
the tiles did not necessarily represent a normal distribution, this does allow us
to compare each tile relative to the baseline with bins determined by the populations’ degrees of difference. If a tile is to the right of center, it performed at a
greater rate than the baseline; if it is left of center it performed at a lesser rate.
Colors are used to distinguish each tile set, S1 = light blue, S2 = orange, S3 =
yellow, S5 = dark blue. Each tile displayed has surface area within 5 per cent of
each other and are compared to demonstrate effect of morphology independent
of volume to surface area ratio.

tiles at an average of 0.6 degree Celsius per hour (Figure 19),
meaning that within a daily cycle of thermal mass, with about ten
hours of heat release, surface morphology alone could affect a
6.5-degree difference.

Another noteworthy observation this experiment suggests is that
the surface area increase appears to have a much smaller effect
on the rate of thermal increase in the smoother tiles. This may be
a result of inconsistent increases in surface area within each tile
series, but is a trend that can be demonstrated in the above histograms. This is also noted by covariance, (Figure 14) and (Figure 15),
with the two smooth series, Series 2 and Series 3, having lower
absolute values of correlation.

FABRICATION AGENCY

20 Rate of temperature increase histograms—of Series 3 (smooth) and Series 5

(rough) demonstrating the opposite effect of changes in surface area within the
series on performance.
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CONCLUSION
Fundamental thermodynamics state that the energy gain in thermal
mass depends on identified variables of its heat capacity (material
properties), surface area and heat source intensity. It is also assumed
that convective heat transfer is related to surface roughness and
affects the thermal mass performance. In our study, we focused on
gaining insight into the specific rates of transfer actuated by various
surface morphologies, thus identifying the differences that such morphologies can actuate in comparison to baseline thermal mass performance. The goal was to provide insight into the manner in which
morphology could allow specific variation beyond baseline thermal
performance and thus would entice greater engagement of passive
solar systems by the design community. Thermal mass systems
are currently underutilized as a design strategy and are understood
primarily as engineered elements. The ability to grapple with the morphological implication of thermal mass expands our understanding
of the form-function duality in this system and opens up an umbrella
of opportunities for designers looking to reduce overall energy usage
without compromising spatial and aesthetic qualities. Our findings
show that surface morphology can have measurable ramifications
for effective thermal performance. By looking more closely at the
subtle relationships across the field of a thermal mass’s surface, it is
possible to utilize component differentiation for both aesthetic and
performative goals. The immediate practical application may be the
expansion of thermal mass systems to function within a wider range
21 Diagram of Seasonal Solar Exposure of Thermal Mass to Inform Pattern
Distribution (Epiphyte Lab 2014)

of climactic conditions, with added benefits throughout the year. As
illustrated by (Figure 21), the thermal mass can play a range of roles
in managing the interior climate, cooling in the summer as well as
reducing the heating load in the winter. We are currently in a process
of developing a site-specific simulation script that would couple the
day-lighting analysis with specific morphological distribution over the
surface of thermal mass. Following this line of inquiry, we seek to
develop automated tools that would enable the mapping of tile performance types across surfaces, in manners that would allow them
to variably operate based on seasonal radiation analysis.

In order to continue investigation (Figure 22), it will be necessary to
address the shortcomings of our process. The original tile geometries used in our studies were designed as a randomized set of
geometric operations, focusing on surface effects in relationship
to roughness and smoothness generated by one and three-degree
curves. After gaining the insight from the experiment, we intend to
move forward with a geometric analysis that takes into consideration exposed vs. shaded surface area, as well as more consistent
surface area increments within and across each morphological type.
We also plan to alter the physical setup of the experiment to use a
heat source with a more even distribution of heat on the tile surface
21 Possible Proposed Pattern Variations (Epiphyte Lab 2014)

in order to understand per-pixel thermal rate difference within the
pattern variation of an individual tile.
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NOTES
1. After J. A. Duffie, W. A.Beckman, Solar Engineering of Thermal
Processes (Second Edition).
2. The Site EUI expresses a building’s energy use as a function of its
size or other characteristics, expressed as energy per square foot
per year. It is calculated by dividing the total energy consumed by
the building in one year (measured in kBtu or GJ) by the total gross
floor area of the building. EPA has determined that Source EUI is
the most equitable unit of evaluation. Source energy represents the
total amount of raw fuel that is required to operate the building. It
incorporates all transmission, delivery, and production losses. (http://
www.energystar.gov/)
3. The source of the metrics used for comparison is based on the US
Residential Energy Intensity by Census Region and Type of Housing
Unit in 2005, Table 7c, as published by US Energy Information
Administration (http://www.eia.gov/) and Architecture 2030: US
Residential Regional Averages (http://www.architecture2030.org/)
4. David Rutten, Grasshopper, version 0.9.0072 (McNeel 2014), http://
www.grasshopper3d.com/
5. Davit Rutten, Galapagos Evolutionary Solver, http://www.
grasshopper3d.com/group/galapagos

8. Half a standard deviation: In statistics and probability theory, the
standard deviation shows how much variation or dispersion from the
average exists. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_deviation)
9. The equation used for the population’s standard deviation
(consisting of each tile’s results for the above performance analysis)
µ= Average of Baseline Tiles, x= Figure for Tile[i] Performance, N =
Number of Tiles, σ = Standard Deviation for Performance
10. From probability theory and statistics, covariance is a measure
of how much two random variables change together. Covariance
provides a measure of the strength of the correlation between two
or more sets of random variants and shows the tendency of the liner
relationships between these variables. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Covariance#Definition; http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Covariance.html)

IMAGE CREDITS
Figure 1. Epiphyte Lab (2014), Concrete mass morhoplogies: Built
prototypes.
Figure 2. Photos by Susan and Jerry Kaye (2011), Diagrams by
Epiphyte Lab (2010), Hsu House: Built.
Figure 3. Edward S. Morse (1881) Patent for Warming and Ventilating
Apartments by Sun Rays diagram, adapted by author (2014).
Figure 4 - 22 Image credits to Epiphyte Lab (2014).

6. N = Total number of pixels = 192. This results being data in the
following format:
7. Rate of Thermal Transfer
To derive the rate of thermal transfer, the temperature five hours
preceding, and following, the maximum achieved temperature was
subtracted from the maximum temperature and reduced by a factor of
five hours to produce a figure in units ° C/min.
Ai = Averaged Tile Instance, mi = Time of Maximum Averaged Tile
Instance , N = 300min = Elapsed time
Average Rate of Transfer

For the Average Rate of Thermal Transfer calculation, five Consecutive
Averaged Tile Instances are summed and then divided by 30 min,
which is the real cumulative time for the instances. This provides
the average rate of temperature change in Co/min over a 30 min
interval. The mean is then taken from all the averaged rate intervals,
for covariance (surface area to transfer rate) comparison between tile
sets.
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